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Abstract. IPP Garching has successfully developed a RF driven negative ion source for the ITER neutral beam
injection system. The RF source is now an interesting alternative to the reference design with filamented sources
due to its in principle maintenance-free operation. Current densities of 330 A/m2 and 230 A/m2 have been
achieved for hydrogen and deuterium, respectively, at a pressure of 0.3 Pa and an electron/ion ratio of 1 for a
small extraction area (7.0x10-3 m2) and short pulses (< 4 s). Reliable deuterium operation with more than 150
pulses in the required parameter range was obtained by an improved cesium operation utilizing a control of all
source temperatures (grid as well as source body) and monitoring the amount of cesium in the source. The development concentrates now on extending the pulse length to up to 1 hour and extending the size of the source.
The long pulse test bed went into operation last year; pulses of up to some 100 seconds with more or less stable
conditions in terms of extracted currents and Cs dynamics have been achieved with current densities in the range
of 150 - 200 A/m2 in hydrogen operation. The pulse length, however, is still limited by non-sufficient cooling of
some parts of the source and the RF circuit. The commissioning of the so-called “half-size” source test facility
started recently with the first plasma pulses; this large RF source with the width and half the height of the ITER
NNBI source is dedicated to the demonstration of the homogeneity of a large RF plasma — extraction is foreseen in a latter phase — and the tests of an ITER-relevant RF circuit.

1

Introduction

The ITER neutral beam heating and current drive system [1] is based on the acceleration of
negative hydrogen ions due to their high neutralization efficiency (0.6) at the required 1 MeV
beam energy (see TABLE 1). In order to inject the required 17 MW, the source has to deliver
40 A of negative ion current. As alternative to the filamented arc sources being presently designed in the ITER neutral beam system, IPP Garching is currently developing a RF source
for negative hydrogen ion production [2], [3]. RF sources for the production of positive hydrogen ions [4], [5], [6] were developed at IPP for the neutral beam heating systems of the
fusion experiments ASDEX Upgrade and W7-AS and have been successfully operational during the last decade.
Compared to arc sources RF sources are basically maintenance-free in operation. The arc
source filaments have a limited lifetime requiring a remotely handled replacement few times
in a year in the case of ITER. Furthermore RF sources are cheaper to build as they have fewer
parts, requiring just a source body, a RF coil and a matching circuit. In addition there may be
an advantage with respect to cesium consumption, which is needed to enhance the source performance (see below), as in the RF source there is no filament material that is evaporated and
buries the Cs layer on the walls [7]. Present large filamented negative ion sources suffer from
significant plasma non-uniformities [8], [9] which are assumed to be caused by the arc current
and the magnetic filter field.
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TABLE 1: ITER NEUTRAL BEAM SYSTEM: REQUIREMENTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE
IPP NNBI ION SOURCE AT THE TEST FACILITIES BATMAN AND MANITU.
Parameter

ITER
Requirements

Extraction Area
Calorimetric Current
Density
Extraction Voltage

0.2 m2
200 A/m2 D–
280 A/m2 H–
9 kV

Source Pressure
Electron Content
(je/jH-)
Pulse Length

0.3 Pa
1

Source Dimension
Uniformity

1.5 x 0.6 m2
± 10%

3600 s

IPP NNBI RF-Source
BATMAN
MANITU
-3
2
7.0x10 m
1.88x10-2 m2
2
–
230 A/m D
120 A/m2 D–
2
–
330 A/m H
150 A/m2 H– *
9 kV
8 kV (Hydrogen)
7 kV (Deuterium)
0.3 Pa
0.3 - 0.4 Pa
<1
< 1 (Hydrogen)
1.5 - 2 (Deuterium)
<4s
< 600 s (Hydrogen)
< 200 s (Deuterium)
0.32 x 0.59 m2
0.32 x 0.59 m2
t.b.d.
t.b.d.
* estimated from the electrically measured ion current

The IPP RF source has already demonstrated current densities in excess of the ITER requirements at the specified pressure and electron/ion ratio at the test facility BATMAN [2], [3], but
with only small extraction area and limited pulse length (see TABLE 1). The further development at IPP Garching concentrates now at BATMAN on reliable deuterium operation with
a low amount of co-extracted electrons, on long pulse operation (at the test facility MANITU
[10]) and on source size extension (at the test facility RADI [11], [12]).

2
2.1

Experimental Set-Up
The IPP RF source

The IPP RF driven negative ion source [13],[14] consists of three parts: the so-called driver,
where the RF is coupled to the plasma, the expansion region, where the plasma expands into
the actual source body, and the extraction region. The latter two are separated by a magnetic
field of the order of 10 mT, the filter field. The driver is mounted on the back of the source
body and consists of an alumina cylinder with a water-cooled RF coil connected to a 1 MHz
oscillator. An internal water-cooled copper Faraday screen protects the alumina cylinder from
the plasma.
The subdivision of the source is necessary in order to keep the ‘hot’ electrons, which are generated by the RF and have energies of about 8 eV, away from the extraction region. Here electron temperatures below 2 – 3 eV are necessary for minimizing the destruction rate of the
negative hydrogen ions by electron collisions; then mutual neutralization with positive ions
takes over as the dominant destruction process.
The extraction system is an adaptation of the IPP grid system for positive ion acceleration due
to costs; the diameter of the plasma grid aperture is 8 mm compared to 14 mm in the ITER
reference design.
For optimum performance, i.e. high negative ion current density and low electron current, Cs
evaporation into the source is mandatory [2]. The underlying process is the “surface process”,
i.e. the interaction of atoms or ions with materials of low work function. Due to the short survival length of the negative ions in the plasma [15], only ions created at the plasma grid can
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be extracted. The negative ions produced at
the plasma grid are then accelerated into the
plasma by the sheath potential. First 3D trajectory calculations including all magnetic
fields indicate that then the ions are back to
the extraction system mainly by charge exchange and the magnetic fields near the apertures [16]. The cesium coverage of the
plasma grid is controlled (somewhat) by
heating the plasma grid — to temperatures in
the range of 100 – 200 °C — and by the
source body temperature [2]. A further reduction of the amount of co-extracted electrons is achieved by biasing the plasma grid
with 10 – 20 V against the source body together with a sufficient filter field across the
plasma grid [2].
FIGURE 1: Typical daily evolution of the calorimetric current density (top) and the electron
to ion ratio (bottom) at BATMAN for a well
cesiated source in November 2005 for a source
pressure of 0.3 Pa and a maximum RF power
of 85 kW. Also shown is the line ratio of the
CsI emission at 852 nm and the Hγ emission at
434 nm.

2.2

Test Facilities

IPP has now three test facilities in operation
for the negative ion source development: (1)
the small, flexible and well diagnosed test
bed BATMAN (Bavarian Test Machine for
Negative Ions), (2) the long pulse test facility
MANITU (Multi Ampere Negative Ion Test
Unit) and (3) the large source test facility
RADI (re-use of the former radial injector of W7-AS).
BATMAN and MANITU are equipped with the same source; the source body dimensions (32
x 59 cm2) of this source are those of the positive ion system presently installed at ASDEX
Upgrade [5]. The pulse length at BATMAN is limited to less than 4 s due to limitations of
pumping capacity and power supplies. Due to the low total accelerated current, practically
unlimited deuterium operation with regard to radiation protection is possible at BATMAN.
The long pulse test facility MANITU was further upgraded to cw operation in the last year,
allowing now stable operation with a pulse length of some 100 s.
The third test facility RADI is now commissioned with first plasma pulses. RADI is equipped
with the so-called half-size source with the width and half the height of the ITER source. Its
aim is to demonstrate the required plasma homogeneity of a large RF source; its modular
driver concept will allow an extrapolation to the full size ITER source. The details of the halfsize source, the test facility and the RF circuit as well as the status of the plasma commissioning are discussed in Refs. [11] and [12]. The source is equipped with four standard IPP drivers
powered by 2 RF generators. Full size extraction is presently not possible due to the lack of an
insulator, a large size extraction system and a beam dump, but foreseen in a later phase (see
below) The RF power supply consists of two 180 kW, 1 MHz RF generators rated for a pulse
length of up to 30 s.
MANITU and BATMAN have specially designed calorimeters for the measurement of the
extracted negative ion current density. The electrical currents flowing onto the grids as well as
the current flowing back to the HV power supply are measured individually. Although some
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FIGURE 2: Performance of the RF
source for deuterium pulses in the required pressure range. Totally 179
pulses are in the range required by
ITER. The RF power was in the range
of 80 to 90 kW, the extraction voltage
in the range of 9 – 10 kV.

ions may hit the extraction grid and some electrons
may hit the grounded grid — and also secondary
electrons released from the extraction grid —, extraction experiments with He that does not form negative
ions indicate, that the extraction grid current refers
totally to the co-extracted electrons, and the current
flowing back from ground potential (grounded grid,
tank, scrapers, calorimeter) is solely due to the extracted negative ions [2]. The current accountability
is generally good: about 90% of the ion current can
be found on the grounded grid and the calorimeter.

3
3.1

Results
Deuterium operation

The RF source works more efficiently with
deuterium than with hydrogen [2]. This is consistent with results from optical emission
spectroscopy; in deuterium discharges, the electron temperature is lower, which lowers the
destruction rate due to electron collision, and furthermore the degree of dissociation is higher,
which enhances the neutral flux to the surface, hence increasing the surface production of
negative ions.
Problematic is the higher co-extracted electron fraction in deuterium. This higher co-extracted
electron fraction, together with the higher extraction voltage required for deuterium causes
problems with the power loading on the extraction grid and has limited the maximum D¯
current density. Hence, deuterium operation requires a larger filter field for suppressing the
electron current than operation in hydrogen. As the increase of the filter field by external
magnets has the drawback of a far-reaching magnetic field into the source, the local filter field
across the grid was increased by a change of the filter field magnet geometry in the diagnostic
flange.
Figure 1 shows a typical daily evolution of the source performance for a well cesiated source.
After a few pulses the current density exceeds the required value of 200 A/m2 and remains
well above this number for the whole day. The small changes are due to changes in the
parameters (RF power, extraction voltage, bias, and the arrangement of the confinement
magnets). As changes of the parameters also change the Cs dynamics in the source, it is not
obvious whether the response of the source performance is due to the parameter change or due
to a change of the Cs conditioning of the source or the plasma grid.
The electron to ion ratio stays around one in the initial phase and was decreased to about 0.8
by the a change of the confinement magnet arrangement. At this time, the Cs evaporation rate
was rather low, about 1 mg/h. At around 1 p.m., the Cs condition of the source ‘decreases’, as
indicated by the decrease of the line ratio of the CsI emission at 852 nm and the Hγ emission
at 434 nm and the increase of the electron to ion ratio. This ratio is a normalized measure of
the Cs density near the grid which amounts to about 1% of the electron density — the latter
being in the range of 1017 m-3. The Cs evaporation rate was then increased by a factor of 2.
Corresponding to the increase of the Cs density, the electron to ion ratio was immediately
reduced to 0.8. A further reduction to about 0.5 was obtained by reducing the RF power from
the initial 75 kW to 60 kW (at about 3 p.m.). This reduction also reduces the calorimetric
current density, but the reduction was only small.
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Figure 2 summarizes the deuterium
performance of the IPP RF source at
BATMAN. In total, 179 pulses have
been obtained with calorimetric current
densities well above 200 A/m2 and an
electron to ion ratio well below one. The
number was limited only by operational
reasons.
This stability and reproducibility of the
RF source was obtained by two major
changes of the source operation: (1) All
FIGURE 3: Time traces of a 240 second pulse at source
temperatures
have
been
MANITU. Iion denotes the electrically measured ion controlled. The temperature of the
current, Ielec the electron current on the extraction
source body was kept at 30 to 40 °C; the
grid, and IGG the current falling on the grounded
grid. The maximum ion current of 3.8 A corresponds plasma grid temperature was in the
to an electrically measured current density of 202 range of 110 to 130 °C; and: (2) when
A/m2 and an estimated calorimetric current density the source is well cesiated, the lowest
of 150 - 160 A/m2. The pressure was in the range of co-extracted electron current is obtained
for a bias current just above zero, i.e.
0.3 - 0.4 Pa, the RF power 70 kW.
when the bias voltage is near the plasma
potential. Increasing the bias current increases the co-extracted electron current and reduces
the ion current. In addition, it was possible to obtain a more reliable operation by controlling
the bias current instead of the bias voltage.
3.2

Long Pulse Experiments

The long pulse test facility MANITU was further upgraded to cw operation in the last year by
installing an actively cooled Faraday screen and an air cooled plasma grid, by an improved
cooling of the back plate of the source and by temperature control of the source body. The
radiation protection for deuterium operation consists of a 30 cm thick water tank around the
calorimeter and a 20 cm thick polyethylene wall around the source allowing 6 h operation per
year.
The air cooled plasma grid is derived from a plasma grid of the AUG positive ion system,
which has cooling channels between each row of extraction holes, but with a 3 mm deep
chamfer on the plasma side. The extraction area is reduced to a size suitable for negative ions
by a molybdenum mask, at present 0.0188 m2. This mask is attached to the plasma grid without a cooling loop of its own. Using the mask has the advantage that the largest possible extraction area can easily be identified by varying the opening in the mask; however, the mask
will heat up during long pulses and thus limit the pulse length to about 10 minutes.
A typical example of a long pulse at MANITU in hydrogen is shown in Figure 3. The ion current remains constant for the first 70 s of beam time and an increase to about 3.8 A (202
A/m2) at the end of the pulse. As mentioned above, the beam calorimetry is not reliable, but
from the former short pulse experiments at MANITU [3], [10], where the extracted beam current was measured with an inertially cooled calorimeter, a calorimetric current of about 150
A/m2 can be estimated. Best results obtained so far in hydrogen have been ion currents approaching 4 A (210 A/m2) and pulses of up to 600 s. Common to all pulses in excess of 200 s
is a rising electron current with time, which is accompanied by a rising intensity of the Cs852
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line. This is most probably a consequence of the
un-cooled grid cover and limits the pulse length
in deuterium to about 200 s.
So far there is no indication that cesium consumption is affected by the pulse duration. During the conditioning phase typically a total of 50
– 100 mg of cesium continuously over 6 – 8
hours was evaporated into the source. Within one
month this accumulated to about 500 mg. However, the loss of cesium due to the vapor pressure
is considerably smaller than expected from the
vapor pressure of bulk cesium and the grid conductance. A reason for this low loss rate might be
that the vapor pressure of thin layers on a metal
surface is much smaller than for bulk material.

FIGURE 4: First example of a 50 kW discharge at RADI in deuterium. Only the two
lower drivers are powered in series with
one generator. The pressure in the drivers
with plasma is reduced during the RF
phase compared to the drivers w/o plasma.
A gas puff is necessary for plasma ignition.

4

MANITU is equipped with a spatially resolved
beam emission spectroscopy system [17] for
measurements of the beam homogeneity and
their dependence on the extraction area. The
temporal and spatial homogeneity of the ion
beam can be determined by comparing the half
width of the Doppler shifted Hα line. First preliminary measurements showed that the beam
inhomogeneity is less than 5 - 10% (RMS) — for
an extraction area of 0.0188 m2 — and improves
with lower source pressure and increased RF
power.

Commissioning of the Large Source Test Facility

As an intermediate step between the present small sources at BATMAN and MANITU and
the full size ITER source — with a height of 1.6 m and a width of 0.6 m — the so-called
“half-size source” was designed and constructed [11], [12]. The source has approximately the
width and half the height of the ITER source; its modular driver concept will allow an extrapolation to the full size ITER source without any change of the source width.
The half-size source is devoted to demonstrate the required homogeneity of large RF plasmas,
to investigate the Cs dynamics in a large RF source as well as to test the geometry and the optimum number of drivers and to test an ITER-like RF circuit. The experience of the operation
of this source will then be used in the final design of the ITER RF source that was started in
the last year by RFX Padua in collaboration with IPP Garching. The test facility has presently
been commissioned with the first plasma pulses (see FIGURE 4).
The half-size source design offers a large amount of flexibility regarding the magnetic configuration, the source depth, the gas flow and the driver geometry. The source depth can be
changed — when the source is vented — by a variable back plate that hosts the drivers. A
dummy grid with adjustable slits allows matching the conductance of the ITER source. As
extraction is presently not foreseen, the generator and the source are at the same potential,
similar to the RF circuit that is foreseen for the ITER NNBI system. The filter field can be
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generated like in the ITER source by a current
flowing through the plasma grid in combination
with permanent magnets.

FIGURE 5: Correlation of the negative ion
density in front of the plasma grid with the
extracted ion current density as measured
by Cavity ringdown spectroscopy at BATMAN [21].

As large area extraction is not yet foreseen presently, measurements of the extracted ion and
electron current densities are not possible.
Hence, IPP Garching is currently investigating
and testing plasma diagnostic tools (optical
emission spectroscopy [12],[15],[18],[19], Langmuir probes [20], Laser detachment [20] and cavity ringdown spectroscopy [21],[22]). These tools
have been successfully commissioned in an RF
and HV environment at BATMAN (and
MANITU). An example is shown in figure 5.

5

Future Plans

The experiments on BATMAN concentrate now on the physical understanding of the cesium
dynamics and on the production and extraction of the negative ions as well as on deuterium
operation with a low amount of co-extracted electrons. The detailed processes of negative ion
formation and destruction as well as of ion and electron extraction in front of the plasma grid
are not yet completely understood. An example is the more stable operation by controlling the
bias current instead of the bias voltage.
On MANITU the extension of the pulse length will carry on; the un-cooled grid mask and the
old grid will be replaced by a plasma grid with a drilling pattern for an extraction area of
about 200 cm2. Also deuterium operation has started recently.
Although RADI will demonstrate the operation of a large RF source and the homogeneity of
large RF plasmas, the results will have limited significance. The extraction, i.e. the potential
distribution within the plasma, changes the plasma parameters in front of the plasma grid.
Hence, extraction plays an important role not only for the negative ion and electron transport,
but also for the Cs dynamics. Furthermore, there is evidence, that the magnetic filter field
which is required for the suppression of the co-extracted electrons causes the spatial plasma
and beam non-uniformity as it is observed in large filamented ion sources. It is therefore essential to optimise the magnetic filter field (and the plasma grid bias) with respect to the
plasma uniformity together with a sufficiently suppressed co-extracted electron current.
Hence, long pulse large scale extraction from the ½-size ITER source is highly desirable for a
better understanding of the physics and the performance of a large RF source. To fully exploit
this experiment, at least the plasma source has to be operated with long pulse, as the consumption and redistribution of the cesium during a pulse is regarded as the main factor possibly limiting the long pulse performance. While the plasma source has to run continuously for
an extended time it is acceptable to extract a beam — using the existing IPP HV power supply
system with a duty cycle of 10 s / 160 s — repetitively throughout the plasma pulse.
The new project will replace the RADI test facility and (to a large extent) makes use of existing hardware at IPP. First design studies for a “½-size” long pulse extraction system on the
basis of the SINGAP design [23] with three stages and rated for 20 A extracted current at 60
kV have been started. The experience of the manufacturing and operation of such a large
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scale, long pulse extraction system may have some influence on the design and the construction of the ITER NNBI system.

6

Summary

The IPP RF source has demonstrated its principal suitability for the ITER neutral beam system. The required values in deuterium operation of current density and electron/ion ratio at
the required source pressure of 0.3 Pa have been exceeded for short pulses (<4 s) and small
extraction area (7x10-3 m2). Reliable and reproducible deuterium operation was obtained by
monitoring the amount of Cs in the source by optical emission spectroscopy as well as controlling the temperature of source and plasma grid, with an optimum range of about 40 °C and
100 - 150 °C, respectively.
The further development concentrates now on extending the pulse length and the source size.
Stable pulses with a pulse length of several 100 seconds have been already achieved in hydrogen with an electron/ion below 1 and current densities of about 150 A/m2. Operation in deuterium has just started.
The large source test facility has presently been commissioned with first plasma pulses; the
installed ‘half-size’ source — with the width and half the height of the ITER source — is devoted to demonstrate the required plasma uniformity as well as to test ITER-like RF circuits.
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